Scholarship Essay Examples About Yourself

1. Short Scholarship Essay Example About Yourself
My name is Christian Wood. I am a high school senior who will be attending the University of Nevada,
Reno in the fall. I am getting a degree in journalism so I can become an online journalist. My goal is to
work for the Wall Street Journal, Bloomberg, Huffington Post, or another news outlet that has a strong
online presence. The internet is already where most people get their news, and the industry will be even
bigger by the time I graduate. Getting a degree in journalism with a focus on digital media will set me up
for a fulfilling, fast-paced career fit for the future.
2. Medium Scholarship Essay Example About Yourself
My name is Sarah, and I spent the better part of my childhood on the wrong medication. I am a survivor
of a common problem in clinical psychology – misdiagnosis. From antiquated testing methods to limited
education, there are many reasons why professionals provide inaccurate diagnoses. I want to help
change that. Therefore, I am pursuing a Ph.D. in Clinical Neuropsychology so I can open my own
psychological testing facility.
I was diagnosed with ADHD as a child because I had trouble focusing in school. My doctor prescribed
medication to improve my symptoms, but all it did was make me numb to the world around me. I
couldn’t think or process emotions, and most of the time, I had no emotions at all. I went through this
for several years until my parents finally decided to get a second opinion.
They took me to someone who specialized in psychological testing for children. Her evaluation showed
that I didn’t have ADHD at all, just a combination of dyslexia and dysgraphia (difficulties with reading
and writing). She put us in touch with a therapist who helped me learn how to work around my
conditions, and my life improved tremendously. I went from being a lifeless student with barely passing
grades to an honor roll student full of joy and excitement.
Unfortunately, my story is not one of a kind. There are countless children in America who are put on
mind-altering medications that do not adequately address their needs. I cannot help all of those
children, but I can provide a better alternative for the ones in my area. Through proper education,
funded by financial aid, I can learn about psychological evaluations and provide the most accurate
diagnoses possible.
3. Long Scholarship Essay Example About Yourself
My name is Sierra Breault, and I am a junior at Murray State University. I am double-majoring in Criminal
Justice and Forensics Science, and I will graduate in 2020 with two bachelor’s degrees. My career goal is
in criminal justice so I can put an end to widespread criminal activities. I want to contribute to
investigations that take down gang leaders, prevent illegal gun trade, and stop the distribution of illegal
drugs.

I come from a small town where drugs, gang violence, and crime are on every corner. My family lived in
a tiny two-bedroom house right next to the town meth lab. We never reported the activities from next
door because, quite frankly, we were scared to. Then one day, there was an accident in the garage that
caught the house on fire. It was early in the morning, and the only people to help were the volunteer
firefighters nearby. They couldn’t control the flames in time, and our house was burned as well.
This experience was not the only reason I wanted to study criminal justice, but it did play a big part. I
started exploring the career more when I decided that a desk job just wasn’t for me. Throughout high
school I struggled because of the routine nature of it all. I saw the same people and attended the same
classes every single day. I knew I didn’t want a job that would be that stagnant. That’s when I got the
idea to work in law enforcement, because there would always be a new challenge for me to tackle. After
researching the field even more, I set my sights on crime scene investigation.
I have done much better academically in college than I ever did in high school. That’s because there is no
routine to the experience. Every week, I have new projects to complete, tests to study for, and activities
to try. I have been involved with the campus Crime Stoppers organization all three years of college, and I
was elected president for the upcoming term. This lets me work closely with law enforcement to
supplement my college education and further my career.
After graduating, I will apply for work as a dispatcher in a state organization, such as the Office of Drug
Control Policy or the Department of Criminal Investigation. While my ultimate goal is to work as a
forensic analyst or crime scene investigator, those positions usually only go to people within the
organization. Dispatch is the most direct option for career entry, giving me the best chance to pursue my
dream career.
I am applying for this scholarship to help me finish the last two years of my degrees. As a college junior
and soon-to-be senior, my scholarship opportunities are limited. Most awards are reserved for
freshmen. I took advantage of those early on, and I have one recurring scholarship that cover half of my
tuition. However, I need additional financial aid to cover the remainder of my academic costs. I
appreciate your consideration, and I hope that you can help me pursue a profession in criminal justice.
This is my passion, and I have a clear plan to turn that passion into a lifelong career.

